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Assessment Delivery Considerations for Building a Test 

How you will administer a Schoolnet test should be a consideration when building a test. Some 
item types, for example, are only supported for online testing. There are also a few differences 
between the Schoolnet Test Tunnel and the new TestNav platform. Compatibility warnings built in 
to the Test Detail page let you know if anything on a test will behave differently.  

 Plain Paper Schoolnet Test Tunnel TestNav 

Question Numbers and Answer Choices 

Alternating answer 
choice patterns (e.g. 
A,B,C,D alternating 
with F, G,H, I) 

Yes Yes No 

Custom question 
numbers (e.g., 1a, 1b) 

Yes Yes No 

Answer choice layout 
for ‘Two columns - 
down, then across’   

Yes Yes Converted to ‘Two 
columns – down, then 
across’ 

Differences for Specific Item Types 

Click Stick Click Drop NA The student clicks an answer 
container and then selects, 
or clicks, the question 
container. Does not support 
media. 

The item will be delivered 
to students as a drag and 
drop item type. 

Drag and Drop NA Does not support the use of 
audio in target containers or 
answer choices. 

Audio is supported for 
target containers and 
answer choices. 

Gridded items Bubble 
selection 
grid only 

Bubble selection grid only. Choice of bubble selection 
grid or text box entry. 

Hot Spot NA Hot spots not outlined on 
rollover. 

Hot spots are outlined on 
rollover. 

Matching Yes Presents the item stem in 
one column and the 
response in another column. 
A drop down can then be 
selected to match the 
response to the question 
stem. 

Matching items delivered 
as a drag and drop item 
type. Students drag their 
response and drop it into 
the desired question 
container. 

Open Response: 
Spoken Response 

NA Yes, but not Secure Tester 
or iPad. Only supported on 
latest Chrome and Firefox. 

Yes, but not Secure Tester 
or iPad. Only supported on 
latest Chrome and Firefox. 

Open Response: 
Uploaded file  

NA Yes 

 

No 
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 Plain Paper Schoolnet Test Tunnel TestNav 

Open Response: 
Written Response 
Spell and Grammar 
Check 

NA Yes No 

Open Response: 
Special Character 
Palette 

NA Available for all enabled 
response languages other 
than English 

Available for French and 
Spanish. 

Tasks with Two 
Activities 

NA Shows all tasks in the same 
manner no matter the 
number of activities it 
contains; one item per 
screen 

If a task contains two 
activities it will be 
displayed to the student 
on the same page.  

True/False Answer 
choice 
labels 
display as T 
and F 

Answer choice labels display 
as T and F. Answer choice 
scrambling not supported. 

Answer choice labels 
display as A and B. Can 
be scrambled as an 
answer choice. 

Tools Available for Students while Testing (across multiple item types) 

Calculators  Basic Four Function, 
Graphing and Scientific 
Calculators available 

 

Basic Four Function, Five 
Function and scientific 
calculators available 

Compass NA Yes No 

Formula Sheets 
(attachment up to 1 
MB in size for pdf , 
.png, .gif or .jpg) 

NA Includes a button as part of 
the top toolbar that launches 
the formula Sheet dialog 
window. 

Has a button labeled 
“Exhibits” on the right side 
of the page that launches 
the dialog window. 

Highlighter  NA Yellow highlighter available 
for passages only. 

 

Two colors available for 
item and passage content. 

Hyperlinks NA Https links are not 
supported. When using http 
links, make sure student 
browsers are set up to 
support the display of mixed 
content.  

Can attach any hyperlink, 
although note that in 
TestNav preview there is 
no way to navigate back to 
the test preview.  

Notepad NA No Yes 

Rulers NA ⅛ inch, centimeter  and units 
rulers 

¼ inch, ⅛ inch and 
centimeter rulers 
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Other 

Test Publishing NA NA Before students can take a 
test, it must be published 
from the Schoolnet Test 
Details page. If any of the 
test content or settings 
change, the test must be 
re-published to TestNav.  

“Track and Display 
Student Response 
Times” calculation. 

NA Records the amount of time 
the spent before responding. 
If a student spent 10 
seconds reviewing an item, 
went to another item, 
returned and responded in 5 
seconds; 5 seconds would 
be recorded.  

Cumulative time spent; so 
in the case to the left, 15 
seconds would be 
recorded. 

 

 


